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Abstract
It is now becoming clear that neutrophils and eosinophils are heterogeneous cells with potentially multiple subsets in health and
disease. With greater marker coverage by multi-color flow cytometry and single-cell level sequencing of granulocyte popula-
tions, novel phenotypes of these cells began to emerge. Intriguingly, many newly described subsets blend distinctions between
classical myeloid lineage phenotypes, which are especially true for tissue resident or recruited cells in contexts of inflammation
and disease. This includes reports of neutrophils with features of eosinophils, monocytes and dendritic cells, and eosinophil
subsets expressing neutrophil markers.Moreover, novel studies show the ability of immature neutrophils to transdifferentiate into
mature cells belonging to other myeloid lineages (eosinophils, monocytes/macrophages). In this review, we summarize novel
findings in this exciting research frontier and shed light on potential processes driving the plasticity and heterogeneity of
granulocyte subsets. Specifically, we discuss the hematopoietic flexibility of granulocyte precursors in bone marrow and the
adaptation of myeloid cells to local tissue microenvironments. The understanding of such intermediate and developmental
phenotypes is very important, as it can teach us about origins of functionally distinct myeloid cells during inflammation, and
explain reasons for successes and failures of biologics targeting terminally differentiated granulocytes.
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Introduction

Both neutrophil and eosinophil research fields are currently in
the state of renaissance, which is fueled by the advent of next-
generation sequencing and multi-panel flow cytometry ap-
proaches. In particular, new evidence is coming to light that
both neutrophils and eosinophils are highly heterogeneous
and do not exist only in singularly differentiated states (1–3).

It is becoming apparent that there are multiple granulocyte
subsets with different roles in health and disease (2–5).
Classical characterization of neutrophils and eosinophils and
their precursors is based on density gradient and histological
examination of shape, size, nuclear morphology, and granular
content. Limited flow cytometry marker sets were identified
over time to accurately match the morphological description
of different granulocytes in blood and other tissues. However,
morphological and histochemical analysis of neutral versus
red-staining cells can be quite subjective and does not reflect
developmental trajectories and functional properties of differ-
ent varieties of neutrophils and eosinophils. With greater
marker coverage by multi-color flow cytometry and single-
cell level sequencing of granulocyte populations, novel phe-
notypes began to emerge. Intriguingly, there are many cases
when this new data started blending the distinctions between
classical neutrophil and eosinophil phenotypes. It is especially
true for tissue dwelling cells in contexts of inflammation and
subset emergence in disease. Although neutrophils and eosin-
ophils express distinct sets of granule proteins and play dis-
tinct functional roles in innate immunity (phagocytosis and
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intracellular killing of microorganisms by neutrophils; hel-
minth defense, contribution to hypersensitivity reactions, re-
lease of lipid mediators by eosinophils), there are also sub-
stantial overlaps in their functions. Both cell types are able to
produce ROS bursts and release extracellular DNA traps, as
well as contribute pro-inflammatory, tissue remodeling, and
pro-resolving mediators via degranulation or de novo synthe-
sis. Potentially, two different processes are responsible for
such phenotypic and functional plasticity of granulocyte line-
ages: hematopoietic flexibility of granulocyte precursors in
bone marrow and adaptation of cells to local tissue microen-
vironments in the face of different inflammatory stimuli (Fig.
1). In this review, we would like to briefly summarize findings
in this interesting emerging area and discuss potential drivers
of granulocyte plasticity and heterogeneity in the following
three chapters by (1) bringing attention to the increased
reporting of mixed myeloid phenotypes in different microen-
vironmental contexts and (2) discussing novel evidence for
granulocyte hematopoiesis as a significant source of subset
heterogeneity.

Myeloid plasticity of granulocytes

Neutrophils with features of other myeloid cells

Classical neutrophils Neutrophils are the most abundant type
of circulating myeloid cells, constituting 50–70% of peripher-
al blood in humans and 10–25% in mice (6). They are also a
surprisingly dominant granulocyte population in normal bone
marrow. Neutrophils exhibit ring-like or segmented nuclear
morphology and neutral granular staining. Neutrophil granule
contents include myeloid peroxidase, lysozyme, alkaline

phosphatase, neutrophil elastase, and β-glucuronidase.
Conventional flow cytometry markers for mice are Gr-1 and
Ly6G, high expression of which is used to sufficiently capture
all neutrophil populations (these markers are absent in human
neutrophils). CD15, CD66b, and CD16 are used in flow cy-
tometry identification of circulating human neutrophils.
Neutrophils are emerging as highly heterogeneous cells, espe-
cially in the contexts of disease and inflammation. CD101,
CXCR2, CD33, CD10, and CD49d are additional markers
used to describe specific subsets of neutrophils in conjunction
with the classically defined markers listed above. Neutrophils
are short-lived cells, with a classically cited half-life of 7–9 h
for human circulating neutrophils (7). Newer studies suggest
that the half-life of human circulating neutrophils could actu-
ally be more than 5 days (8). Hypoxia and inflammatory cy-
tokines, as well as growth factors (e.g., GM-CSF, TNF), can
significantly extend neutrophil survival in tissues (9, 10). For
decades the dogma has been that blood neutrophils as phago-
cytes migrate rapidly into tissues in response to infection or
injury, forming the first line of host defense. New evidence
shows that there are tissue resident neutrophils that act as the
first responders to pathogens and injury and have multiple
immunosuppressive and immunoregulatory roles in eradicat-
ing pathogens, minimizing tissue damage, and contributing to
tissue repair (11). Altogether, neutrophils persist long enough
in blood and tissues to be responsive to differential stimuli
regulatory for their survival, phenotype, and function. The
following examples of neutrophil phenotypic plasticity may
represent their hematopoietic flexibility or specification in
response to different microenvironmental cues.

Neutrophils expressing eosinophil markers Interestingly,
there are multiple reports of neutrophils expressing markers

Fig. 1 Aside from terminally
differentiated mature eosinophils
and neutrophils defined by
conventional flow cytometry and
granular protein markers,
intermediate phenotypes with
mixed neutrophil-eosinophil
characteristics are coming to light.
Two different processes may be
responsible for such plasticity of
granulocyte lineages:
hematopoietic flexibility of
granulocyte precursors and
adaptation of different subsets to
local tissue and cytokine
microenvironments
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more typical for an eosinophil lineage. Gorski et al. (12) report
expression of functional IL-5 receptor alpha (IL-5Rα) by mu-
rine neutrophils infiltrating lungs in response to influenza A
viral infection and on neutrophils from the inflamed lungs of
children with treatment-refractory asthma. The authors only
examined asthmatic individuals, not healthy controls, and did
not provide functional characterization of IL-5Rα(+) neutro-
phils. However, they reported IL-5Rα expression in the hu-
man differentiated neutrophil-like HL-60 cell line under nor-
mal culture conditions. They also showed in mice that IL-5
suppressed neutrophil respiratory burst, a classical neutrophil
effector function (12). The same Ly6G(+)IL-5Rα(+) mouse
lung neutrophil population was also reported in a study by
Mesnil et al. (13). Our group found that the majority of murine
bone marrow Ly6G(high) neutrophils also express IL-5Rα
(14). This is a surprising finding, as IL-5Rα is a marker typ-
ically expressed on cells of eosinophil lineage. In the same
report, we also pursued the idea that according to this receptor
expression, IL-5 would unlock a hidden hematopoietic plas-
ticity of bone marrow neutrophils. Indeed, normal murine
bone marrow neutrophils were able to transdifferentiate to
red-staining Siglec-F(+) eosinophils with mature granules
and expression of eosinophil peroxidase when treated with
IL-5 (14). Altogether, this shows that although IL-5 is impor-
tant for the development of eosinophils, IL-5Rα as a marker is
not specific to eosinophil lineage.

A glycan-binding protein Siglec-F is another marker typi-
cally attributable to eosinophil lineage (although also
expressed by alveolar macrophages). Pfirschke et al. (15) re-
port that neutrophils infiltrating murine lung adenocarcinomas
are of CD11b(+)Ly6G(+)Siglec-F(high) phenotype and are
distinct from Siglec-F(high) eosinophils, Siglec-F(high) mac-
rophages, and CD11b(+)Ly6G(+) myeloid-derived suppres-
sor cells. They further show that Siglec-F(high) neutrophils
can live in tumors for several days and significantly associate
with the lung tumor burden; however, they do not provide
specific functional characterization of this neutrophil subset
(15). The half-life of tumor-infiltrating Siglec-F(high) neutro-
phils was significantly longer than that of blood or lung
Siglec-F(low) neutrophils from the same mice. The authors
discuss that these cells are likely tumor promoting in the con-
text of cancer (by association of the phenotype with lung
tumor burden) but could be beneficial in the context of ho-
meostasis and normal tissue repair. A single-cell
transcriptomic analysis of neutrophil diversification in mouse
models of myocardial infarction found a similar long-lived
Siglec-F(high) neutrophil subset that was characteristic for
late stage inflammation of the infarcted heart (16). Atypical
Ly6G(+)Siglec-F(+) neutrophils were found in olfactory
neuroepithelium of mice at steady state and during inflamma-
tion and had functions supporting neurogenesis (17). A similar
Siglec-F(+) neutrophil subset was reported in the mouse nasal
mucosa in an allergic rhinitis model (18). Moreover, flow

cytometry analysis of neutrophils from models of influenza
infection in mice detected induced expression of a novel che-
mokine receptor repertoire, which included expression of che-
mokine receptors CCR3 and CCR5, which are more typical
for eosinophils responsive to chemokines eotaxin and
RANTES (19). Stimulation of these receptors with corre-
sponding ligands increased neutrophil migratory capacity,
phagocytic activity, and NETosis. The authors suggest that
this enhanced chemokine receptor repertoire represents a
mechanism to fine tune effector functions of neutrophils
infiltrating tissues. Similarly, a study by Hartl et al. (20) re-
ported that infiltrated neutrophils from patients with chronic
inflammatory lung diseases and rheumatoid arthritis highly
expressed CCR3 and CCR5, which are absent on human cir-
culating neutrophils. Another study found that asthma-related
inflammation promotes lung metastasis of breast cancer cells
through the CCL11-CCR3 pathway, which directly promoted
neutrophil recruitment (21). Yet another study showed that
along with eosinophil recruitment, eotaxin CCL11 and
CCR3 are important in the pulmonary recruitment of neutro-
phils with potentially pathogenic roles in murine bleomycin-
induced lung fibrosis models (22). In humans, eotaxin CCL11
and eotaxin-2 (CCL24) induced recruitment not only of eo-
sinophils but also neutrophils and macrophages following cu-
taneous injection of these chemokines in atopic and nonatopic
volunteers (23).

Such context-dependent phenotypic confusion goes be-
yond surface marker expression by flow cytometry. A study
by Abu-Ghazaleh et al. (24) quantified expression of typical
eosinophil granule proteins in different populations of periph-
eral blood granulocytes. This study found measurable quanti-
ties of eosinophil major basic protein (MBP), eosinophil-
derived neurotoxin (EDN), and eosinophil cationic protein
(ECP) in highly purified blood neutrophils. A study by
Monteseirin et al. identified human neutrophils from allergic
patients as a novel source of eosinophil cationic protein (ECP)
in IgE-mediated processes (25). Another study found expres-
sion of ECP in human neutrophils from the inflamed nasal
tissue of patients with allergic rhinitis and chronic
rhinosinusitis by immunohistochemical staining (26).

Neutrophils with features of other myeloid lineages
Additional literature evidence shows that neutrophils are ca-
pable of incredible myeloid plasticity. Matsushima et al. (27)
published that both immature and mature neutrophils isolated
from murine bone marrow can differentiate into a previously
unrecognized “hybrid” population showing dual properties of
both neutrophils and dendritic cells (DCs) when cultured with
GM-CSF. The resulting cells express markers of both neutro-
phils (Ly6G, CXCR2) and DCs (CD11c, MHCII, CD80, and
CD86). They also have dendritic morphology, probing mo-
tion, podosome formation, and the ability to present protein
antigens to naïve CD4 T cells. However, they also retain
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intrinsic abilities of neutrophils to capture exogenous material,
extrude neutrophil extracellular traps, and kill bacteria.
Therefore, bone marrow neutrophils retain sufficient plasticity
to differentiate into neutrophil-DC hybrids that can participate
in both innate and adaptive immune responses (27).
Neutrophil-DC hybrids were also reported in experimentally
induced inflammatory lesions in mice (28) and murine models
of invasive fungal infections (29).

According to descriptive immunophenotypic and cell culture
studies, neutrophils also have the ability to directly
“transdifferentiate” into monocytes/macrophages (30). Koffel
et al. provided direct experimental evidence that inflammatory
signals relayed by the MKK6-p38MAPK cascade induce
monocytic cell differentiation from band-stage neutrophils
(31). Another study by Ding et al. (32) showed that the mono-
cytes that repopulate in mice after chemotherapy (cyclophos-
phamide treatment) acquire a neutrophil precursor gene signa-
ture, including expression of primary and secondary granules,
and assume immunosuppressive functions. Our own data
shows that Ly6G(+)IL-5Rα(+) neutrophils purified from nor-
mal murine bone marrow transdifferentiate not only to Siglec-
F(+) eosinophils with IL-5 treatment but also into Ly6C(+)
monocytes/macrophages when cultured with M-CSF (14).
Additional abundant evidence shows that different neutrophil
subsets may acquire characteristics of myeloid-derived suppres-
sor cells (MDSCs) and assume immunosuppressive functions
in human cancer and mouse models of tumorigenesis (33–36).

By far, this is not an exhaustive list of examples of unex-
pected neutrophil plasticity and heterogeneity in different
tissue and activation contexts. Overall, it challenges the
long-standing dogma that neutrophils are a homogeneous
population of terminally differentiated short-lived cells with
strictly first responder functions in host defense. For further
examples and reading on the subject, I refer the reader to
excellent reviews by Silvestre-Roig et al. (37), Ng et al. (38)
and Ballesteros et al. (39).

Eosinophils with atypical phenotypes

Classical eosinophils Compared to neutrophils, mature eosin-
ophils are far less frequent in peripheral blood circulation and
as residents in homeostatic tissues (as low as 1% of all hema-
topoietic cells), although their numbers increase dramatically
during tissue repair and remodeling, helminth defense, and
allergic inflammation. Eosinophils exhibit ring-like or seg-
mented nuclear morphology and red eosin-positive granular
staining. Eosinophil granule contents include major basic pro-
tein (MBP), eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EDN), eosinophil
cationic protein (ECP), and eosinophil peroxidase (EPO).
Human eosinophils uniquely contain Charcot-Leyden crystals
(CLC or galectin-10). For further reading on the differences
between eosinophil and neutrophil granule proteins and their
functional significance, we refer our reader to an excellent

review by Gigon et al. (40). Conventional flow cytometry
markers for mice are Siglec-F, IL-5Rα, and Ccr3. Siglec-F
is frequently used alone to capture eosinophil populations.
SIGLEC8 and CCR3 are conventionally used in flow cytom-
etry identification of human neutrophils. Similar to neutro-
phils, new evidence shows that there are tissue resident eosin-
ophils in multiple organ systems, as well as heterogeneous
populations of these cells with different roles in health and
disease (3, 5, 41–43). Despite heterogeneity of mature eosin-
ophils, there is no evidence that immature or mature eosino-
phils can transdifferentiate to other myeloid lineages.
However, at the precursor level, differentiating eosinophils
can have neutrophilic features, which is reviewed below.

Eosinophils expressing neutrophil markers Recent studies
demonstrated that Ly6G/Gr1, a marker typical for neutrophil
lineage, makes an unexpected cameo appearance in eosino-
phils (44). A study by Percopo et al. (45) first described
Siglec-F(+)Gr1(high) eosinophils as a distinct subpopulation
within the lungs of allergen-challenged mice. This eosinophil
population persisted in eosinophil granule protein-deficient
(EPX-/- and MBP-1-/-) mice but was absent in an
eosinophil-deficient ΔdblGATA strain, which suggests it
could be in an eosinophil precursor state prior to the mature
granule formation checkpoint. Functionally, Siglec-F(+
)Gr1(high) eosinophils had a distinct cytokine profile
(CXCL13, IL-27, IL-13 identified only in this population),
which points to their distinct immunomodulatory potential.
Ly6G was also detected in 50% of Siglec-F(+) bone marrow
eosinophils (45). A subsequent study by Limkar et al. deter-
mined that IL-5 drives Ly6G/Gr1 surface antigen expression
in conventional bone marrow-derived murine eosinophil cul-
tures (46). Noteworthy, this study also found that Ly6G-
expressing eosinophils were less responsive to eotaxin-1.
Moreover, our recent study (14) showed that Siglec-F(+
)Ly6G(+) eosinophils can be directly derived from Siglec-
F(-)Ly6G(high)IL-5Rα(+) neutrophil populations when treat-
ed with IL-5, which can potentially explain the existence of
such mixed neutrophil-eosinophil phenotypes in mice.
Interestingly, we found that G-CSF treatment of bone marrow
neutrophils was sufficient to induce a Siglec-F(+)Ly6G(+)
phenotype in the absence of IL-5 (14). Collectively, all evi-
dence points to a mixed Siglec-F(+)Ly6G(+) neutrophil-
eosinophil phenotype as a transient developmental stage of
eosinophils originating either from earlier precursors or neu-
trophils with myeloid plasticity potential. Importantly, it also
demonstrates that Ly6G alone (even at high levels) is not a
sufficient neutrophil marker. Reliance on Ly6G expression
alone without the characterization of additional markers, or
the developmental state of the cells of interest, can lead to
serious confusion between neutrophil and eosinophil popula-
tions. As an unwanted consequence, this can lead to erroneous
interpretation of data.
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In support of developmental origins of a mixed neutrophil-
eosinophil phenotype, a study by Kim et al. (47) showed that
terminally differentiating eosinophils co-express neutrophil
primary granule proteins (cathepsin G, neutrophil elastase),
as well as eosinophil-specific granule proteins (MBP), in a
temporal manner. Interestingly, eosinophils from patients with
type 1 diabetes mellitus express high levels of neutrophil gran-
ule markers: myeloid alpha-defensins and myeloperoxidase
(48). On a mixed functional level, a study by Esnault et al.
(49) showed that human eosinophils can produce matrix
metalloproteinase-9 (MMP9), which leads to release of IL-
1β, which potentially bridges eosinophilic and neutrophilic
responses associated with treatment-refractory asthma.

Hematopoietic origins of granulocyte
heterogeneity

The examples illustrated above suggest that the flexibility of
granulocytes in different developmental states has significant
potential to contribute to myeloid plasticity and heterogeneity.
Single-cell sequencing approaches are perfectly suited to re-
examine hematopoiesis of different cells in bone marrow and
other tissues and now shed a new light on the developmental
trajectories of myeloid cells. Such analyses began to reveal the
complexity of hematopoietic differentiation (50). One of the
most exciting insights was made in regard to the modeling of

discrete vs. continuous hematopoiesis trajectories (51, 52).
Under the discrete differentiation dogma, which is based on
studies of flow-sorted populations, hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs) differentiate to mature lineages following a tree-like
hierarchy of oligo-, bi-, and unipotent progenitors. New evi-
dence, based on next-generation sequencing, supports the
continuous differentiation model with no obvious boundaries
in the hierarchy (53). Under the new model, individual HSCs
gradually acquire lineage characteristics along multiple direc-
tions without passing hierarchically organized progenitor pop-
ulations (51, 54). This continuous hematopoietic model fits
well with the plasticity potential of myeloid cells during line-
age differentiation. In this section, we summarize the plasticity
and heterogeneity of neutrophil and eosinophil granulocytes
according to their developmental trajectories (Fig. 2).

Neutrophil hematopoiesis Neutrophils are the most abundant
cells in normal bone marrow. In healthy human subjects, neu-
trophil lineage cells represent approximately 46–74% of the
whole bone marrow cellularity (55, 56). Our bone marrow
Ly6G(high) neutrophil estimates in naïve wild-type mice are
15–50% of all CD45(+) hematopoietic cells, which varies
according to sex and age; neutrophils significantly increase
in aged mice (14). Neutrophils develop from granulocyte-
monocyte progenitors (GMPs), which in turn develop from
common myeloid progenitors (CMPs). The current model of
subsequent neutrophil development defines twomajor phases:

Fig. 2 Diversity of granulocyte subsets may be fueled by developmental
flexibility of myeloid lineages. In particular, immature band-stage
Ly6G(+)IL-5Rα(+) neutrophils (also termed multipotent myeloid cells
(MMCs) to reflect their plasticity) have been shown to transdifferentiate
to eosinophils and monocytes when treated with appropriate
inflammatory stimuli. Accordingly, eosinophils can be generated not
only from previously defined unipotent eosinophil progenitors but also

from MMCs outside of eosinophil lineage, which results in generation of
intermediate phenotypes. GMP, granulocyte-monocyte progenitors;
NeuP/NEP, neutrophil progenitors/precursors (myelocytes?); EoP,
eosinophil progenitors (myelocytes); MMCs, immature neutrophils
acting as multipotent myeloid cells; preEos, eosinophil precursors
(metamyelocytes)
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(1) the proliferative stage, where GMPs develop into myelo-
blasts, promyelocytes, and myelocytes (all with mononuclear
morphology) and (2) the non-proliferative stage where mye-
locytes develop into non-proliferating metamyelocytes, band-
stage immature neutrophils, and mature neutrophils with char-
acteristic ring-shaped and segmented nuclear morphology.
Each developmental stage is characterized by distinct surface
antigenmarker changes (57–59), galectin expression (60), and
changes in transcription factor expression (61). Different neu-
trophil differentiation stages also correspond to distinct stages
of granulopoiesis and are characterized by expression of dif-
ferent granule proteins (61, 62). However, the defined differ-
entiation pathways from GMP to terminally mature neutro-
phils are poorly understood (6, 63). In particular, the common
progenitor specific to neutrophil lineage is not well defined
(38, 59, 61, 64). Interestingly, there is also no specific inducer
of neutrophil differentiation. Only granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF) is used to culture bone marrow-
derived neutrophils, which is a pan-granulocytic inducer (65).

Recent single-cell RNA-seq studies of neutrophil lineage
differentiation report up to eight distinct populations of neu-
trophils in the bone marrow and blood of mice and humans,
which acquire distinct expansion, trafficking, and effector
functions as they mature (63, 66). Four other studies report
identification of a neutrophil progenitor (preNeu, NeuP, or
hNEP/eNEP), which seem to be committed and unipotent
early- and late-stage neutrophil progenitors as shown by adop-
tive transfer experiments and IdU labeling (63, 64, 67, 68).
However, despite differences in nomenclature, these studies
seem to describe overlapping populations (38) and do not
cross-reference these cells with the known neutrophil
promyelocyte and myelocyte stages described earlier.
Importantly, all recent studies agree that bone marrow medul-
lary neutrophil subsets can be uniquely defined by specific
phenotypic, proliferative, transcriptional, and functional char-
acteristics. The consensus model of bone marrow neutrophil
heterogeneity (which summarizes all single-cell studies)
describes at least three critical pools at steady state: (1) a
pre-neutrophil promyelocyte/myelocyte population as a pro-
liferative pool that can rapidly amplify neutrophil numbers on
demand; (2) non-proliferative metamyelocyte immature/band-
stage neutrophils that represent a reservoir of neutrophils and
can be rapidly deployed to circulation; and (3) mature neutro-
phils that can have effector functions (38). In the steady state,
only mature neutrophils are detected in peripheral blood cir-
culation, although immature neutrophils are also released in
circulation during inflammation (63).

Interestingly, examples of murine neutrophils acquiring
characteristics of other myeloid lineages (summarized in the
section above) typically describe a Ly6G(+) cell with well-
defined ring-like nuclear morphology, which suggests that
these cells are non-proliferative metamyelocytes that belong
to band-stage/immature pools of neutrophils. For example, a

study describing the transdifferentiation of neutrophils to
monocytes/macrophages specifies that these are band-stage
neutrophils (31). Our study also shows that Siglec-
F(-)Ly6G(+)IL-5Rα(+) murine bone marrow neutrophils that
can transdifferentiate to eosinophils and monocytes are band-
stage cells based on ring-like nuclear morphology (14). We
confirmed that, despite their plasticity potential, these cells
were not proliferative in culture. Based on their non-
proliferative nature and ability to contribute to more than
lineage, we called this neutrophil phenotype “multipotent my-
eloid cells” (MMCs). A significant implication of these find-
ings is that immature neutrophils that can be rapidly deployed
into circulation represent not only an emergency reservoir of
neutrophils but also other myeloid cells as well. Such cells can
quickly adapt to local microenvironmental or cytokine milieus
in target tissues and differentially contribute to inflammation
based on their new functional specialization. It remains to be
seen whether or not proliferative cells in earlier stages of neu-
trophil differentiation exhibit similar developmental plasticity
and can potentially contribute to inflammatory processes out-
side of bone marrow.

Eosinophil hematopoiesis Unlike neutrophils, single-cell
RNA-seq studies of eosinophil developmental trajectories
are currently lacking. This is likely complicated by technical
hurdles, since eosinophils are less numerous than neutrophils,
have high RNAse content, and are hard to maintain outside of
tissue environments. However, the currently known eosino-
phil developmental scheme closely follows stages of differen-
tiation typical for neutrophils. Eosinophil progenitors (EoPs)
are derived from GMP/CMP common myeloid progenitors
(Lin(-)Il7rα(-)c-Kit(+)Sca-1(+/-)CD34(+)CD16/32(+/-)).
EoPs are described as Lin(-)CD34(+)IL-5Rα(+) myelocytes
with a mononuclear appearance and are the earliest eosinophil
committed cell expressing IL-5Rα described in literature in
mice and humans (69–71). In studies of in situ hematopoiesis,
EoPs are the only developmental subset during allergic in-
flammation considered to traffic from bone marrow and fur-
ther differentiate in lung tissue (72–74). A recent study (75)
identified protein kinase Tribbles homolog 1 (Trib1) as a key
factor regulating eosinophil identity in the post-EoP stage.
Trib1 deletion resulted in Ly6G(+) eosinophils with neutro-
philic characteristics and functions, pointing to a very late
divergence between eosinophils and neutrophils. Such exam-
ples of mixed neutrophil-eosinophil phenotypes with mixed
markers and granular content are abundant in literature (25,
45–47, 76, 77), which shows the insufficiency of our knowl-
edge of neutrophil and eosinophil divergence. Eosinophil pre-
cursors (PreEos, EoPre) are metamyelocytes that express both
Siglec-F and Ly6G; they are also developing mature eosino-
phil granular content. A Siglec-F(+)Ly6G(+) eosinophil sub-
set was described by recent studies (45, 46, 78) and is espe-
cially prevalent during differentiation and inflammation due to
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its transient nature. Our recent study (14) demonstrated that
Siglec-F(+)Ly6G(+) eosinophils can be differentiated from
Ly6G(+)IL-5Rα(+) neutrophils, which shows that subsets of
eosinophils may have developmental origins outside of eosin-
ophil lineage. Interestingly, G-CSF is also sufficient to gener-
ate this eosinophil phenotype from neutrophils, which by-
passes the need for IL-5 stimulation (14). At the tissue level,
we showed that extracellular matrix constituents, such as
Tenascin C, are also sufficient to promote eosinophil devel-
opmental phenotypes not dependent on IL-5 (79). At the gran-
ular formation checkpoint, PreEos express markers Epx, Mbp
(Prg2), Ikzf3, and Xbp1 and further undergo full granular
maturation to become mature red-staining eosinophils (Eos)
with a Siglec-F(+)Ccr3(+)Ly6G(-) phenotype (80, 81).
Mature eosinophils can assume multiple phenotypes due to
their differential activation by cytokines and localization in
different tissue compartments (41). We summarized all
emergingmarkers and nomenclature of mature eosinophil het-
erogeneity in our recent review (5). At least three different
eosinophil subsets can be found in lung tissue (5). It is plau-
sible that tissue eosinophil subsets in homeostasis and inflam-
mation exist on the spectrum of lineage commitment and dif-
ferentiation, with potentially distinct myeloid origins.
Currently, there is a significant gap in our understanding of
developmental trajectories, tissue origins, proliferative capac-
ities, and functional differences between different eosinophil
subsets. Development of single-cell sequencing approaches,
lineage tracing in vivo, and manipulation in mouse models
will be necessary to carefully map the heterogeneity of eosin-
ophil granulocytes.

Conclusions

Myeloid cell subsets are shaped by and uniquely adapt to their
immediate tissue environments. Both microenvironmental
plasticity and hematopoietic flexibility may be prerequisites
to the rapid functional adaptation of neutrophil and eosinophil
subsets to diverse biological stimuli in health and disease.
From an evolutionary standpoint, the plasticity and ability of
immature neutrophils to contribute to mature pools of eosin-
ophils, monocytes, and dendritic cells may represent a win-
ning emergency response strategy to quickly mobilize very
large numbers of functionally flexible cells when and where
they are needed most. Such myeloid plasticity also bears sig-
nificant implications for the development and application of
biologics (mepolizumab, benralizumab, reslizumab) targeting
the IL-5 axis of eosinophil development and activation. For
example, targeting mature eosinophils may potentiate “neu-
trophil-like” phenotypes which do not necessitate IL-5 stimu-
lation or promote flexibility of developmental trajectories
originating from outside of eosinophil lineage. Currently, we
know very little about which myeloid developmental

trajectories are suppressed or promoted by biologic therapies.
This is even more actual today in light of studies showing that
severe COVID-19 infection is characterized by a dysregulated
myeloid cell compartment (82). Both on the basic science and
clinical fronts, new next-generation approaches in conjunction
with careful phenotyping are necessary to elucidate the biolo-
gy of myeloid diversification and unravel the true face of
inflammation.
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